
Poll - Upcoming Content for the Next Update (Along with Priti's Story)

Hey guys,

As discussed in our last development update. We are going to have a poll on what content will be in

the next update (along with Priti's storyline and Punishment system).

So please pick three (and only three) options from the list below. I know this will be a tough decision

given the tasty choices presented. However, please remember that the losing options will still get the

chance to be in the following update.

Now, you'll notice that there are a couple of options here that are not storylines but more general

improvements to the game. These things also take time and I only have a limited amount of it. So

choose these options if you would prefer that I take some time this update to focus on the little details,

such as doing a greater variety of random encounters or going back through some old repeatable

events and updating the dialogue and images. A little more detail on each of the options is provided

below.

Threesome with Sally and Izzy

Sally told you that she and Izzy are both bi-sexual and are involved in a casual relationship. The

implication, of course, being that a threesome is potentially on the table.

I've wanted to do something with these two characters together from the beginning of the game but

just never seemed to find the time. So I'm just gonna put this option down and see how many others

would like me to make it a priority. This storyline will also include plenty of voyeuristic spying on Sally's

apartment to see what these two get up to alone together.



Dildo Practice (and sex) with Rachel

The headmaster's cute little pet wants him to take her virginity. However, given her petite body, she's

understandably frightened by the size of his cock. Confident that he will fit inside the young woman,

but not wanting to cause her too much discomfort, the headmaster realised he's going to need to build

up her tolerance by letting her practice with something smaller before penetrating her himself. He

decides on a three stage process. Fortunately, he'll only need to buy two dildos; one small and one

medium. The large he already has covered.

This option is on the list to see how patient everyone is feeling for more Rachel. Pick this and I'll make

sex with her a priority for the next update. We also still need to give Rachel her tail, and I think we all

know where that will be going.

BDSM Class (with Claire, Amy and Debbie)



A placeholder menu option for after school staff training has been in place for a while. This will

represent a continuation of several storylines. Including Claire's training to be a better teacher,

Debbie's training to be your apprentice and Amy's new role as a BDSM training dummy. Now, this is

really a major storyline rather than a minor one. We need these training sessions for Claire so she can

help with the twins' punishments, therefore this will have to happen by that update. However, there is

no reason I can't push some of the scenes forward if people are keen.

Date at Samantha's house

When we last left off with Samantha's storyline she had just invited the headmaster to her house for

dinner. If the headmaster plays his cards right then things could potentially move quite quickly from

there. I know the first date with Samantha was quite tame, but that won't necessarily be the case with

the second. If this option is chosen I'll advance Samantha's storyline to the point where they are

engaged in a sexual relationship.



The Nudist Beach

We've seen most of the girls naked at some point in the game now so I feel that it's not a problem to

have some big group nudity scenes. Plus it would be nice to have a more casual setting where the

girls are more relaxed and comfortable in their nudity, rather than being pressured into it. Of course,

there will be plenty of opportunities for embarrassment as well, particular for the petite blonde, Emily.

The headmaster is far from done toying with the girl and he has already suggested that she give a talk

to the other girls about her nudist family traditions. Pick this option and I'll be sure to progress this

storyline to the point where the nude beach is open and is in use by several of the girls and staff.

Miss Chang’s D&D Adventure



I teased a potential D&D storyline featuring Miss Chang a while ago. My plans for this storyline are

quite ambitious and feature an action comedy adventure in virtual reality. If Miss Chang is able to do

this she'll also need to have her laboratory set up. So this is not something I can make without

dedicating a decent chunk of time. I've started writing this one and I promise it will be a lot of fun with

plenty of nudity and sex. It'll also be a nice change of pace from the rest of the game adding variety in

terms of setting, costumes etc. Miss Chang having a proper laboratory set up also opens the door to

several other sci-fi plotlines in future updates.

New Dance Lessons

We already have dance class on Wednesday mornings in the gymnasium and I created a video of a

group of girls doing a dance routine. I’ve come a very long way with my animation skills since making

that video and feel confident I can create some much better animations now. Possibly we could have

some sort of dance competition between the girls, that the headmaster can judge. I also recently

added a new student, Arabella, with an interest in dancing and we'll get to see a lot more of her in this

storyline.



The Campus Spy

Miss Chang warned you that someone on campus was likely to be a Russian spy sent to the school to

kidnap her. She doesn't know who it is but suspects a recent arrival. This narrows down the options to

only a handful of staff and students. The headmaster will need to instigate his own spying campaign

on the list of suspects, delving into their private lives and finding all their secrets. If that doesn't bring

the culprit to light, he may even need to perform some interrogations. Finding a new use for his

method of pleasure, pain and humiliation as a way to gain a confession. I won't be giving away too

many spoilers to say the primary list of suspects includes Trixie, Anna and Ada.

Advanced Sex-Ed Lessons



In Cassandra's storyline, we discovered the need for some advanced sexual education for the girls.

Specifically, Cassandra needed a mature older woman to teach her how to give a killer blowjob. Only

one woman's name sprung to the headmaster's mind and that was the dance teacher, Trixie. Now, I

know I've so far only implied that the advanced sex-ed lessons will be for Cassandra, however, that's

not how they'll go. All the girls who have reached a certain level (at this point Debbie, Rachel, Amy,

Cassandra and possibly Lucy) will take part in some hands-on sex-ed lessons in the classroom. With

the headmaster graciously allowing the use of his cock as a teaching aid. My long term plan will be,

as more girls pass through the punishment system more will join the class.

Access to the girl’s locker room

A serious disciplinary incident in the girl’s locker room showers leads to the headmaster and Sally

having to enter in there together to punish a group of girls. This provides the perfect pretence for a

new rule at the school board allowing the headmaster unrestricted access to girl’s changing areas at

all times. I know a lot of people have been waiting patiently for this and the time is now right. It's just a

matter of dedicating a few weeks of development time to making it a reality.



More patrol events / random encounters

I'd like to add more variety to the little repeatable patrol events during the week and at the weekend,

as well as adding further progression to some of them. For example, the option to give the girls body

searches during patrol events, or to spank girls when you catch them misbehaving. These little events

are more complicated to make than they appear and adding them takes careful thought and planning.

However, they are also really important for making the game world feel more alive. Watching the

events change over time is also a great way for the player to feel like they are making progress

corrupting the school.

Pick this option if you'd like me to spend a few weeks adding more variety to the short repeatable

events as well as adding progression to some of the existing repeatable events. This will include new

events for recently added locations like the pool and cafeteria.

Addressing continuity errors and quality of life improvements

Making such a complex game with so many interweaving storylines and game mechanics such as

new rules, new punishment options etc is no easy task. Sometimes a new rule is introduced, or a

character's storyline progresses leaving an old repeatable scene out of date. For example, we can

punish Debbie naked but she still has her shirt on when she gives you a handjob. I’m sure people can

point out lots of these little inconsistencies. There are also some little details that are currently

missing, for example, you can't view the photos of students (or teachers) punishments on your

computer. There are also a number of small UI changes I’d like to make, like having pictures of the

girls next to their names when summoning them or choosing which room to spy on. These little things

take time to fix and it's just a matter of making them a priority. Pick this option if you would prefer that I

dedicate time this update to going back through the game correcting little inconsistencies like these

and generally adding in detail and improvements.



I bet people are already cursing my name for making them pick between some of these options. I

know it will be tempting to pick all of them but please limit your choices to no more than three. I can’t

actually stop people from choosing more, however, statistically speaking this will only decrease the

impact of their vote compared to those who choose fewer options.


